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An integral transform related to quantization. II. Some mathematical 
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We study in more detail the mathematical properties of the integral transform relating the matrix 
elements between coherent states of a quantum operator to the corresponding classical function. 
Explicit families of Hilbert spaces are constructed between which the integral transform is an 
isomorphism. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Qy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a preceding paper,1 two of us studied an integral 
transform giving a direct correspondence between a classical 
function on the one hand and matrix elements of the corre
sponding quantum operator between coherent states on the 
other hand: 

(Ll) 

Here E is the phase space (i.e., a 2n-dimensional real vector 
space, where n is the number of degrees of freedom), and the 
n a are the usual coherent states, labeled by phase space 
points (they can be considered as states centered round the 
phase space point a labelling them, and they minimize the 
uncertainty inequalities2

). 

Formula (1.1) was obtained in Ref. 1 from the corre
spondence formula 

Qf= 2' 1 dvf(v)W(2v)ll (1.2) 

where the W(v) are the Weyl operators (see Ref. 1) and II is 
the parity operator. [This formula is not the original Weyl 
formula3

; it gives a more direct correspondencef-Qfthan 
the usual expression, since no Fourier analysis step is need
ed. It was shown in Ref. 4 that (1.2) is equivalent to the Weyl 
quantization formula.] 

The integral kernella,b IvJ in (Ll) is then defined as 

la,blvJ = 2n(n a,W(2v)lln b). (1.3) 

This function was computed explicitly in Ref. 1, where we 
also gave some properties of both the function and the inte
gral transform defined by it, together with some examples. A 
deeper mathematical study of the integral transform was, 
however, not intended in Ref. 1; we propose to fill this gap at 
least partially with the present article. 

Ultimately our aim is to use the results of the math-

a)Research fellow at the Interuniversitair Instituut voor Kemwetenschap
pen, Belgium. 

bOn leave of absence from Dienst voor Theoretische Natuurkunde, Vrije 
Universiteit Brussel, Belgium. 

ematical study of the integral transform (1.1) to derive prop
erties of the Weyl quantization procedure. One can indeed 
use the well-known "resolution of the identity" property of 
the coherent states,2 

(1.4) 

to see that, at least formally, any operator A is characterized 
by its coherent state matrix elements 

(1.5) 

A detailed knowledge ofthe properties of the integral trans
form with kernel I a,b Iv J might therefore be useful for 
(1) giving a sense to the Weyl quantization formula for 

rather large classes of functions (essentially, once a pre
cise sense is given to the integral transform on a certain 
class off unctions, one can try to define the correspond
ing operators from their matrix elements between co
herent states), 

(2) deriving properties of the quantum operator Qf 
directly from properties of the corresponding 
functionf(and vice versa). 
As we shall show, the inverse ofthe integral transform 

( 1.1) is given again by using the same kernel 

f(v) = 11 da db Qf(a,b Jlb,alvJ. (1.6) 

(Actually, this integral does not converge absolutely in most 
cases, and some limiting procedure has to be introduted.) 
Therefore we shall also be able to use the results of our study 
of the integral transforms associated with the kernel func
tion I a,b Iv J to obtain information on the "dequantization 
procedure" [i.e. the inverse map of the "quantization proce
dure" as defined by (1.2)]. Note that this dequantization pro
cedure is actually the same map as the one associating to 
each density matrix the corresponding Wigner function5 ex
tended, however, to a much larger class of operators. These 
applications shall be further developed in a following paper 
(a first application was given in Ref. 6); in the present article 
we restrict ourselves to a study of the integral transforms 
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(If)(a,b) = L dvf(vlla,b Iv}, (1.7) 

(jtp )(v) = L L da db tp (a,b 1I b,alv J. (1.8) 

We shall see that thoughf may be locally quite singular (one 
can even consider some classes of non tempered distribu
tions), its image Ifwill always be very gentle locally, with 
analyticity properties in both its arguments. It therefore 
makes sense to study not only the function If(a,b ), but also 
the coefficients Ifm.n of the Taylor series for If(a,b ). It turns 
out that one can construct a family of functions giving di
rectly the link betweenf(v) and Ifm.n' 

Ifm.n = L dv f(v)h m •n (v). (1.9) 

Actually these hm •n are just the functions occurring in the 
bilinear expansion of I a,b I v J in Ref. 1: formally (1.9) can be 
seen as the result of commuting in (1.7) the integral and the 
series expansion for I a,b Iv J. However, (1.9) holds true for 
many functions for which such an interchanging of summa
tion and integral would be a priori pure heresy. The func
tions h have lots of beautiful properties, most of which are 
a cons;q~ence of the fact that they form a complete orthon
ormal set of eigenfunctions for the "harmonic oscillator" 
x 2 + p2 _ i..:i x - !..:i p onL 2(E), i.e., on phase space, where 
we consider an explicit decomposition of the phase space 
into x space p space: E ~ lR2n ~ lRn + lRn = x space + p space 
(see also Sec. 2); in the context ofWeyl quantization the hm •n 

can be seen as the classical functions corresponding to the 
dyadics In) (m I, where In) are the harmonic oscillator eigen
states (see Refs. 1, 7, and 8). Note that the hm•n are not the 
usual set of Hermite functions (though they can of course be 
written as linear combinations of Hermite functions); they 

1 . 1 78 are related to the Laguerre po ynomla s .. 
One can then derive all kinds of results relating the 

growth of If(a,b ) or Ifm.n to the behavior off, and analogous
ly for jifJ and ifJ. The derivation of such results amounts to the 
construction of suitable Banach or Hilbert spaces between 
which the integral transforms Ii become continuous linear 
maps or even isomorphisms. _ 

Our main tool for the study of 1,1 will be the link be
tween the integral transform I and the Bargmann integral 
transform as defined in Ref. 9 (see Sec. 6 in Ref. 1). Using this 
link we shall be able to translate bounds obtained in Ref. 9 to 
our present context, and to obtain other bounds (for other 
families of spaces) by similar techniques. As in Ref. 9, we can 
give a complete characterization of the images of Y(E), 
Y'(E) under I; by a suitable generalization we shall even go 
beyond the tempered distributions. (Related results, but in a 
completely different context, and concerning quantization 
restricted to functions with certain holomorphicity proper
ties, can be found in Ref. 10.) 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we give a 
survey of our notations and some properties of the kernel 
I a,b I v J, in Sec. 3 we reintroduce the hmn and state some 
related results, in Sec. 4 we show how bounds on If can be 
obtained starting from bounds onf, and vice versa: in Sec. 
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4A we review the Banach space approach found in 
Bargmann9b

; in Sec. 4B we go over to Hilbert spaces, which 
are better suited to our purpose, and in Sec. 4C we generalize 
the construction of Sec. 4B, which enables us to treat certain 
Hilbert spaces of distributions "of type S" which are larger 
than Y'(E). In Sec. 5 we shortly discuss the integral trans
forml when restricted to functions on phase space which can 
be split up into a product of a function depending only on x 
with a function depending only on p. Essentially the same 
types of statements can be formulated, and a short survey of 
results is given. In Sec. 6 we give some concluding remarks. 

2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF (a,b/v} 

In Ref. 1 we worked with an intrinsic coordinate-free 
notation system using a symplectic structure on the phase 
space (basically this is the bilinear structure underlying the 
Poisson brackets), and a complex structure yielding a Eu
clidean form on the phase space, compatible with the sym
plectic structure. By choosing a suitable basis, this could be 
seen to lead to a decomposition of the phase space into a 
direct sum of two canonically conjugate subspaces. This de
composition is not unique: for a given symplectic structure, 
several compatible complex structures can be constructed; 
different complex structures correspond then to different de
compositions of phase space. This freedom in the choice of 
the splitting up of the phase space is particularly useful 
whenever (linear) canonical transformations are discussed II 
or used (as, e.g., in the presence of a constant magnetic field). 
Here we shall not need to use simultaneously different de
composition possibilities for the phase space, and we shall 
therefore fix the decomposition once and for all. We shall use 
this decomposition from the very start to introduce our nota
tions in a way that is less intrinsic but probably more familiar 
to most readers. It goes without saying that the results we 
shall obtain are independent of this approach, and that they 
could as well be obtained in the more intrinsic setting of Ref. 
1 (see Ref. 8). 

The phase space E is a 2n-dimensional real vector space, 
which we shall consider as a direct sum of two n-dimensional 
subspaces 

E = x space ffi p space, 
(2.1) 

E3v = (x,p). 

The x and p need not be the conventional position and mo
mentum variables: any set of canonically conjugate coordi
nates which are linear combinations of position and momen
tum are equally good candidates for these x and p. On E we 
have a symplectic structure 

a(v,v') = a((x,p),(x',p')) = !(P.x' - x.p') (2.2) 

and a Euclidean structure 

s(v,v') = s((x,p),(x',p')) = !(x·x' + p.p') (2.3) 

[this is the Euclidean structure corresponding with the (7-

compatible complex structure J ((x,p)) = (p, - xl-see Ref. 
1]. For further convenience we introduce a Gaussian in the 
phase space variables, 

w(v) = exp[ - ! s(v,v)] = exp[ - 1(x2 + p2)], (2.4) 
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and a family of analytic functions 

h [ml(v) = IT (pj + iXj )m), 
j= I V'2 

where we have used the multi-index notation 
[m] = (m l , ... ,mn ). 

(2.5) 

Note: Whenever we use the term "analyticity" when 
speaking of a function for phase space, this means that 
f(v) =f(x,p) is analyticin the variablep + ix;iffisanalyticin 
the variable p - ix, we say thatfis antianalytic on phase 
space. For a definition of these concepts without using an a 
priori decomposition of the phase space, see Ref. 1. 

We shall often need the set of functions which can be 
written as a product of the Gaussian eu, (2.4), with an analytic 
function on E. We call these functions "modified holomor
phic," and denote their set by Z (E) or Z: 

Z (E) = (t/J:E-C;t/J = feu, withf analytic on E J. (2.6) 

Note that the pointwise product of two modified holomor
phic functions is not modified holomorphic, having a factor 
eu too many. 

The square integrable modified holomorphic functions 
form a closed subspace of L 2(E) (see Refs. 1 and 9); we shall 
denote this Hilbert space by .!£' 0: 

(2.7) 

The measure on E used here is just the usual translationally 
invariant measure on E, with normalization fixed by the 
requirement 

f dv eu2(v) = f dv exp[ - s(v,v)] = 1, 

i.e., (2.8) 

1 dv = __ dnxdnp. 
(217Y 

For any function t/J = feu in Z one can, of course, decompose 
the analytic functionfinto its Taylor series, which gives 

t/J (v) = L at,6,[m I h [ml (v)eu(v), (2.9) 
[ml 

where the convergence is uniform on compact sets. One can 
prove (see Ref. 9) that for t/JE Z one has 

t/JE.!£'0¢}Llat,6,[mJi 2[m!] < 00, 

[ml 

t/J,t/JE.!£' cH(t/J,t/J) = f dv t/J (v) t/J(v) 

= L at,6,[ml a",,[ml [m!], (2.10) 
[ml 

where 
n 

[mIl = II (mj !). 
j= I 

Equation (2.10) implies that the set of functions U [m I' 

1 
u[ml(v) = V'[m!] h [ml(v)cu(v), (2.11) 

constitutes an orthonormal base in .!£' 0' and that the series 
(2.9) converges not only uniformly on compact sets, but also 
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in L 2 as long as t/JE.!£' o. We shall often rewrite (2.9) and (2.10) 
in the following way. 

V t/JE Z: we write a "modified Taylor expansion" 

t/J (v) = L t/J[m IU[m I(v), (2.12) 
[ml 

with uniform convergence on compact sets, 

Vt/J,t/JE.!£' o:(t/J,t/J) = L t/J[m I t/J[m I' (2.13) 
[ml 

in particular 

(2.14) 

The same construction can be made in the space E X E. 
Most functions on E X E in this study will have the property 
that they are modified holomorphic in one variable and modi
fied antiholomorphic in the other one. We denote the set of 
functions having this property by Z (E2) (or shorter Z2): 

Z (E2) = (t/J:E XE-C;t/J (v,v') = f(v,v')cu(v)cu(v'), with 

f(v,v') analytic in (p + ix,p' - ix') J . (2.15) 

Again we can restrict ourselves to the square integrable func
tions in Z (E2): 

.!£' 0(E2) = Z (E2) n L 2(E X E); (2.16) 

again this is a closed subspace of L 2(E X E), with orthonor
mal basis 

U[m"m, I (V I ,V2) = u[m, I(vd u[m, l(v2)· 

The analogs of (2.12) and (2.13) are now 

(2.17) 

Vt/JEZ(E2):t/J(;)= L t/J[m,.m, IU[m"m, 1(;)' (2.18) 
[m,),[m,1 

with uniform convergence on compact sets, 

V t/J,t/JE.!£' 0(E2):(t/J,t/J) = L t/J[m"m, I t/J[m"m, I' (2.19) 
[m],[m,1 

in particular 

t/J[m"m, I = f d; u[m"m, 1(;) t/J (;), (2.20) 

where we have used the notation; = (V I ,V2 ) (in general, the 
Greek letters ;,s will denote elements of E X E). 

Both the spaces.!£' olE ) and.!£' 0(E2) have "reproducing 
vectors" (this is a common feature for Hilbert spaces of ana
lytic functions I3

): 

VaEE, V;=(a l ,a2)EEXE, 

3euQ E.!£' o(E), 3eu'E.!£' 0(E2), 

such that 

V t/JE.!£' 0(E2):(W',t/J ) = t/J (; ). 

These euQ,eu' are given explicitly by 

euQ(v) = eiojQ,v) eu(v - a) 

= L u[m I(a) u[m I(V), 
[ml 

Daubechies, Grossmann, and Reignier 
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CIJ' (S) = ClJa"a'(b l ,b2) = ClJa'(b l ) ClJa'(b2) 

= L U[k,1 ](~) U[k,1 ](S). (2.23) 
[k 1./1 J 

The series in (2.22) and (2.23) converge uniformly on com
pact sets, but also in L 2(E) (separately in a and v), respective
ly, L 2(E X E )(separately in ~ and S ). Note that the reproduc
ing properties (2.21), (2.14), and {2.20} can be proved for 
much more general classes of tP than only !t' 0 (see below). 
The integrsl kernel (s,b/v J 

For any three points a,b,v,E E we define the function 
{a,b Ivl as follows (see Ref. 1): 

{a,b Iv I = 2n ei[oja,b) + Zojb,v) + Zojv,all CIJ{2v - a - b) 

= 2n exP[i(!PaXb - !Pbxa + PbXv 

- PvXb + PvXa - Paxv) 

-(Xv - Xa :Xb y -&v _Pa :Pb Yl 
= 2n exp[{pv - iXv}{Pa + iXa) -! (Pb - ixb) 

X(Pa + iXa) + (Pb - ixb) (pv + ixv)] 

XCIJ(a}ll.l(b }ll.l(2v). (2.24) 

From the last expression in (2.24) it is obvious that {a,b I v J is 
modified holomorphic in a, modified antiholomorphic in b, 
i.e., 

(2.25) 

Moreover, one can easily check (see Refs. 1 and 8) that 
[a,b I v I has the following properties: 

I{a,b Ivll<r, 

f dv[a,b Iv} [e,d Iv} = ClJa(e)ClJd(b). (2.26) 

This function [a,b Iv} will be used to define two integral 
transforms 

(If)(~)= f dvf(v)[~lv}' 
(iq; )(v) = f d~ tP (~) ~. 

(2.27a) 

(2.27b) 

It is our purpose here to investigate some of the properties of 
these integral transforms and their extensions. 

3. BILINEAR EXPANSION OF (s,bjvJ-THE FUNCTIONS 

h(k.tJ 

A. Bilinear expansion of (s,b/v J 

As elements of Z (Ez), the functions { ·1 v J can be devel
oped in a series with respect to the U[k,1 1 [see (2.13)]: 

[a,b Iv} = {~Iv} = L U[k,1 g)h[k,/](V). (3.1) 
[k ],[/] 

The h(k,/] are defined, up to a factor ~ [k!] [I!], as deriva
tives of the function [~ I v} (ClJ2(~)) - 1 in ~ = 0: 

242 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 24, No.2, February 1983 

h(k.l](v)+2n~[k!][I!] 2(1kl+I/I)/2 

[ 
d[k] d[/] ] 

X -d [k] d [I] {a,b IvjCIJ(a)-ICIJ(b)-1 , 
Pa Pa a=b=O 

(3.2) 

Because of the explicit form (2.24) of [~Iv} it is obvious that 
every h[k,/] is a polynomial in v multiplied by the Gaussian 
@(2v) = exp[ - (xv 2 + Pv 2)]. This automatically implies 
that all theh[k,l] are elements of Y(E), the Schwartz space of 
C 00 function which decrease faster than any negative power 
of (x,p). 

B. Orthonormallty of the h[k.l] 

On the other hand, we have [see (2.26)] 

f dv {a,blv} {e,dlv} =ClJa{e}ll.ld(b). 

Multiplying both sides with CIJ(a)-1 CIJ(b )-1, and computing 
derivatives with respect to Pa'Pb, we obtain (it is obvious 
from the explicit form of {a,b I v I that these derivatives can be 
commuted with the integral in the left hand side) 

f dv h(k.l ltv) {c,d Iv} = U[k lIe) u[I](d). (3.3) 

Repeating the same operations in the variables e and d, we 
obtain 

(3.4) 

implying that the h[k,1 ] form an orthonormal set in L 2(E). 

C. Completeness of the h[k.t] 

From (3.3) we see that the coefficients with respect to 
the orthonormal set h [k,1 ] of the orthogonal projection of any 
[~ II (~fixed) onto the closed linear span of the h[k,1 ] are 
exactly the U[k,/](;); comparing this with (3.1) we conclude 
that for any ~ the function [~I·} is an element of the closed 
span of the h[k,1 ]; (3.1) can now be considered to be the com
position in L 2 of {~ I·} with respect to the orthonormal set 
h(k,1 ]. From this it is now easy to see that the closed span of 
the h[k,1 I is all of L 2(E). Indeed, let f/! be orthogonal to all 

h[k,1 ]: 

V[k ],[1] : (f/!,h[k,l ]) = O. 

Then 

Va,b: (f/!,{a,b I·j) = 0 

~Ve : f dv f/!(v) eiojC,V) CIJ(2v) = 0 

~tP(v)'CIJ(2v) = 0 a.e. ~f/! = 0 

[CIJ is bounded, and the Fourier transform is unitary on 
L 2(E)]. Hence the h[k,l ] constitute an orthomormal base for 
L 2(E). 

Note: The properties in Sees. 3B and 3C were already 
stated in Ref. 1, in more generality (valid also for the coeffi
cient functions of other bilinear expansions of{ a,b I v Jl, with
out proof. It is possible to prove them (see Ref. 8) using Go
dement's theorem on irreducible square integrable 
representations of unimodular locally compact groups. In 
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the special case of the h[k,ll' however, one can also prove 
them with very simple arguments, as shown here. 

D. Unltarlty of the Integral transform I 

It is now easy to show that the integral transform I, as 
defined by (2.27), defines a unitary operator from L 2(E) onto 
.YO(E2 )· 

Proposition 3.1: The integral transform I: 

If(t) = f dvltlvlf(v) (3.5) 

with I t I v I = I a,b I v I as defined by (2.24), defines a unitary 
operator from L 2(E) to .Y 0(E2); in particular 

Ih[k.1 I = U[I.k I' (3.6) 

Proof We start by defining a linear operator on the span 
of the h [k.1 I by putting 

Uh[k,ll = U[/.k I' 

Sincetheh[k,ll' U[k,l ) constitute orthonormal basesinL 2(E), 
.Y 0(E2 ), respectively, this U can be extended to a unitary 
operator from L 2(E) onto .Y 0(E2)' In particular, 

UUb,al·j) = u( L U[k,ll(b,a)h[k,ll) 
[k ](/) 

= L U[I,k I(a,b) U[I.k ) = Wla,b), 
[k JIll 

where we have used (2.23). Take now any ¢J in L 2(E). Then 
U¢JE.Y 0(E2 ), and its value at any point is given by the repro
ducing property (2.21), 

(Uq; )(t) = (w', Uq; ) = (U *w',q; ) 
=Utll,q;) 

= f dv Itlvlq;(v) 

[for t = (a,b), we denote (b,a) by t]. 
Hence (U¢J )(t) = (I¢J )(t ), which proves the proposition .• 

Remarks: 
1. A different proof of the unitarity of I between L 2(E) 

and .Y 0(E2 ) was given in Sec. 4E in Ref. 1 (the argument 
given there is not completely rigorous, but it can easily be 
transformed into a rigorous one). 

2. The integral in (3.5) converges absolutely for any 
IE L 2(E ),since It 1·1 isinL 2(E)foreachfixedt. The situation 
is different if one tries to apply Ito .Y 0(E2): since { ·1 v I is not 
square integrable on E XE, the integral transform (2.27b) 
cannot be defined on all of .Y 0(E2 ). One has, however, 

(3.7) 

where the integral converges absolutely because U[I,k I is ab
solutely integrable. So 

iIh[k.I) = h[k,I)' (3.8) 

which leads one to believe that I is the inverse of 1. Indeed, if 
one tries to circumvent the problem of possible divergence of 
the integral by taking limiting procedures, one finds (as in 
Ref. 9a), e.g., 
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1r/f{JE.Y 0(E2 ) : 1- 'q; = L 2 - lim I( X Rq; ) 
R_«> 

= L 2 -limI(w(a.)q;), (3.9) 
u-Q 

where 

{
I, It I<R 

XR(t) = O,lt I >R [here It 12 = lal 2 + Ib 12 

and laI 2 =s(a,a)]. 

The same is true for any other reasonable limiting procedure. 

E. Other properties of the hlk,/) 

One can show (see Refs. I and 8) that 

Ih[k.1 l(v)1 < 1. (3.10) 

Explicit calculation of the h[k,1 ) yields (see Refs. 7 or 6) 

min(~,[/I) [ 
h[k,1 l(x,P) = 2n e - x, - P' L ( - 2) - 151 211k I + 1/1)/2 

Is) =0 

J [k I] [/!] (p + ix)[I-sl(p _ iX)[k_SI]. 
[sl] [(/ - s)l] [(k - s)l] 

(3,11) 

One can check (by direct calculation) that these hlk,1 I are the 
eigenfunctions of a dilated harmonic-oscillator-type opera
tor on phase space E: 

(- a(~x + ~p) + X2 + p21h[k,11 = (Ik I + III + mlh[k,II' 
(3.12) 

As a consequence of this, thehlk,11 are linear combinations of 
products of Hermite functions: 

[r[[sl 
Irl + 151 = Ik I + III 

with 

(3.14) 

'" la 12 - 1 ~ [k,/],[r,sl - (3.15) 
[rUsI 

and where H[r I is the [r]th order Hermite function. 
There exists also a relationship between the h[k,ll and 

the Laguerre polynomials (see Ref. 7). For n = I, k = lone 
has for instance 

hkk(X,P) = 2( - 11k e- Ix' +p') Ld2x2 + 2p2), (3.16) 

where Lk is the Laguerre polynomial of order k. 
One can also prove the following recurrence relation for 

the hlk,l I: 

(Ik I + II II h[k,11 =.JIkI L kj(pj - ixj)h[k-,sl'/J 
j 

where [8j ] is the multi-index (8])m = 8jm . 
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4. THE INTEGRAL TRANSFORM I AS A CONTINUOUS 
MAP BETWEEN SUITABLE FAMILIES OF BANACH 
SPACES AND HILBERT SPACES 

As was already mentioned in the Introduction, there 
exists a link between our integral transform I and the Barg
mann integral transform as defined in Ref. 9. Since we shall 
use this link to derive some of our results, we shall first show 
here what exactly is the connection between the two integral 
transforms. For zeCn

, qeRn
, the Bargmann integral kernel 

A (z,q) is given by9 

A (z,q) = 1T- nl4 exp[ - !(Z2 + q2) + v1 z·q]. (4.1) 

Identifying z with (l/v1) (x - ip) (which makes of the multi
plication by z-on a suitable Hilbert space of analytic func
tions-a representation of the harmonic oscillator creation 
operator: see Ref. 9a), we can rewrite (4.1) as 

A (x,p;q).e - l14{x' + p') = 1T - nl4 el1l2 )xp e - ipq e -1l12)(x - q)'. 

Comparing this with (2.24) we see that 

r b I 1 = 2n~12 A (Xa + Xb Ph - Pa . f2x ) 
lO, V v1 ' v1 ,,,k v 

e -1l/4)lx~ + x~ + p~ + p~) 

or 

!o,b Ivl = r 7"12 A (cab ;V2xv)A (dab;v1Pv}tu(Cab)·w(dab)' 

with 

1 
cab = v1 (xa + Xb,Pb - Pal, 

1 
dab =V2'(Pa +Pb,xa -Xb)' 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Actually, (4.3) implies that we can consider the integral 
transform I as a 2n-dimensional Bargmann transform. The 
explicit Gaussian factors w(cab ), w(dab ) just compensate for 
the difference in definition between our Hilbert space 
!f o(E2 ) and the Bargmann Hilbert space [we absorb the 
Gaussian in the functions in !f o(E2 ), whereas in Ref. 9 it is 
always displayed as a weight function in the definition of the 
inner product]. The constant factors r~12 account for the 
difference in normalization in the measure, and for the dila
tion in Xv ,Pv' Moreover, one can easily check that analyticity 
in Cab ,dab is equivalent to analyticity in 0, antianalyticity in 
b. So, from a mathematical point of view, I can be assimilat
ed with a 2n-dimensional Bargmann transform. Physically 
however, the two integral transforms have a different mean
ing: I gives a correspondence between classical and quantum 
aspects, while the Bargmann transform gives the unitary 
transformation between two different but equivalent realiza
tions (for a short discussion, see Sec. 6 in Ref. 1). 

The remarks above will enable us to translate various 
results obtained by Bargmann in Ref. 9b to the present set-
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ting. An example of this is the following (we keep the same 
notations as in Ref. 9, even though the functions considered 
here are in fact modified holomorphic instead of 
holomorphic): 

Define 

Vq;e Z (E2):11P Ip = supl(l + It 12)P IP (t )1, 
{; 

(g = !lPeZ(E2 ); VpeR;11P Ip < 00 l, 
(g' = IlPe Z (E2 ); 3peR such that IlPlp < 00 l· 

The spaces (g, (g' can be equipped with very natural locally 
convex topologies by means of the norms lip, and one has 
then the following result. 

I defines an isomorphism between Y(E) and (g, with 

V!eY(E):(I!)(t) = f dvltlvl!(v); 

by duality, I defines also an isomorphism between Y'(E) and 
(g', with 

VTeY'(E):(IT)(t) = TUt I·j)· 

The results in Ref.9b also concern two families of Banach 
spaces interpolating between Y and Y', (g and (g', respec
tively, and between which the integral transform lor its in
verse are continuous. We give a survey of these results, trans
lated to our present setting, in Sec. 4A. 

The chains of Banach spaces presented in Sec. 4A dis
play, however, several inconveniences. As already men
tioned in Ref. 9b the (g p spaces are not separable, and the 
little space (g is not dense in any (g p. Moreover, in relation to 
the present setting, it turns out that though one can always 
choose suitably matched spaces in the two ladders to make 
either I or its inverse continuous, it is impossible to choose 
them in such a way that! is an isomorphism. None of these 
problems arises when one uses a suitable interpolating chain 
of Hilbert spaces instead of Banach spaces (see Sec. 4B). The 
resulting bounds on I are much more precise between these 
Hilbert spaces, and therefore more useful for applications to 
quantization than the results of Sec. 4A. 

Generalizing the construction of the Hilbert spaces in 
Sec. 4B, one can obtain even larger families containing 
spaces smaller than Y (or (g) or larger than Y'((g'), on which 
the integral transform I can still be defined and has continu
ity properties. The results in Secs. 4B and 4C can be consid
ered as extensions of the bounds in Ref. 9b (Sec. 4B uses some 
estimates made in Ref. 9b). Other results on the Bargmann 
transform can, of course, easily be translated to the present 
context and be useful in a Weyl quantization setting (see, e.g., 
Ref. 1, where a characterization of the images under the 
Bargmann transform of the Gel'fand-Shilov spacesS and S • 
are given; in a sense this can be considered as complementary 
to our results in Sec. 4C). 

A. The Banach spaces yk, &' and related results on the 
Integral transform I 

For any C k function! on E, we define (this norm is the 
same as in Ref. 9b, up to a dilation: 
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s ( . ) s I Ilk = II I V2 I kBargmann) 

I II~ = max sup 12 - Ilm,l+ Im,II/2 
[m,l.[m,l x.p 

Imol + Im,l<k 

(1 + 2x2 + 2p 2)lk- lm,I-lm,1112 (v~m,l v~m'l/) (x,p)l. 

(4.5) 

The Banach space Y k is then defined as 

yk = [I: E---+C;j is Ck,l/l~ < 00 I. (4.6) 

On the other hand, we define, V peR, the following subs paces 
~PofZ(E2): 

~ = [rpe Z (E2);lrp Ip = supl(1 + I; 12r rp(;)1 < 00 I· 
f; 

The following theorem was proved in Ref. 9b. 
Theorem 4.1: 
1. V/eY\ the function 

11(;) = f dV[; Ivl/(v) 

is well defined and an element of Z (E2 ). Moreover, 

Ile~k 

and 

with 

b =...!.. 2"/2(16n)kI2' '" 3 
{

I k<.2 
k 2 e-kk\ k>3 

2. VrpE~l", with,u > 2n, the function 

irp (v) = f dV[s Iv Irp (;) 
is well defined on E. Moreover, 

VkeN, 

with 

k <,u - 2n:irpeyk 

and 

with 

b 1,.1" = 2" + k (j)k 12 r (~ + m + 1) r r ~ k - m ) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

xr(,u ~ k) -I L dv e- 2Ivl '(1 + Iv1 2
( (4.11) 

3.fe U yk-::::::;,lII = J, 
k;,2" + 1 

(4.12) 

rpe u lil"-::::::;,Iirp = rp. 
1">2" 

Note: This theorem was used in Ref. 6 to derive some 
restrictions in the class of distributions corresponding to 
bounded operators. 

It is obvious from the definition (4.6) of the yk spaces 
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that Y(E) = n Y\ and that the locally convex topology 
kEN 

on Y defined by the IIII~-norms coincides with the usual 
Schwartz topology. Defining, on the other hand, 

~ = [rpeZ(E2);Vp:lrp Ip < 00 L (4.13) 

and equipping this space with the locally convex topology 
induced by the norms II lip , we have immediately the follow
ing corollary to Theorem 4.1. 

Corollary 4.2: The integral transform I, restricted to Y, 
defines an isomorphism from Y onto ~, with inverse I (re
stricted to ~). 

In Ref. 9b it was shown that ~', the dual of~, can be 
identified with UpER ~p in the following way: 

VLeli':gL(;) = L(ui)-::::::;,gLeu ~P, 
pER 

(4.14) 

with 
gL = rp, Lg = L. 

'" L 

The topology on ~' corresponds with the natural topology 
on UpER ~p induced by the norms lip. In what follows, we 
shall always identify~' with UpER ~p and implicitly use (4.14). 

Since I is an isomorphism between Y and ~, it is ob
vious that by duality I also defines an isomorphism between 
Y' and ~': 

VTeY':we define (IT)(rp) = T( lrp), Vrpe~. (4.15) 

By means of the identification ~' = UpER ~ P, we define the 
function IT (; ) as 

IT(;) = IT(ul) = T( lui) = T([; I·j). 
One can easily check that for Ie Y, this new definition of II 
coincides with the old II defined as an integral transform. 
We have now immediately 

Theorem 4.3: V Te Y', the function IT (; ) = T ([; 1·1 ) 
is a well-defined function on E XE, with ITe~'. This map 
I:Y'---+~' is an isomorphism extending the isomorphism in 
Corollary 4.2. 

Remarks: 1. The inverse map of I:Y'---+Ii', with I de
fined as in (4.15), can again be constructed by combining I 
and a limiting procedure. For instance, 

Vrpe~':I -Irp = s' -lim I (rp.XR). 
k_", 

(4.16) 

2. One can enter in some detail into a discussion of I as 
an isomorphism between Y' and ~', and compute explicit 
bounds on lIT Ip for Tin (yk)', using the bounds in 
Theorem 4.1 (see Refs. 9b or 8). 

So finally I defines an isomorphism between Y and ~ 
and between Y' and ~'. Moreover, we have two sets of inter
polating spaces: the yk (yk)' between Y and Y' and the ~ 
between Ii and ~', and we have at hand continuity state
ments and bounds for I between elements of these two inter
polating chains, giving more detailed information on the ac
tion of I. Except for the two ends of the chain we have, 
however, no bicontinuity of I, considered as a map from 
yk [ or (Yk)'] to a suitably chosen ~p. This problem will 
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not occur with the chains of Hilbert spaces in the next sub
section. 

B. The Hilbert spaces Y P, WP, and related results 
concerning I 

The Hilbert spaces YP, WP we define below constitute 
again two chains interpolating ~ with ~', Y with Y' respec
tively. Actually the yP spaces were already introduced in 
Ref. 9b as a tool for studying ~'; they are weighted L 2 spaces 
of modified holomorphic functions. Their inverse images 
under the Bargmann integral transform were not displayed 
in Ref. 9b; we call these spaces W" spaces; essentially they 
are the Hilbert spaces associated to the N-representation of 
Y(E), Y'(E) with respect to the harmonic oscillator-type 
operator x2 + p2 - !L1 x - !L1p (see, e.g., Ref. 14). 

The yP spaces 
The yP spaces are defined as (pER) 

yP = {CPE Z(E2);llcp II~ = f dt(1 + It 12l"'lcp (t W < 00 }, 

(4.17) 

with associated inner product: 

(cp,!f)p = f dt(1 + It 12l'" cp(t) !fIt)· (4.18) 

The yP spaces are Hilbert spaces [yo = .!.t' 0(E2)]; one can 
check (see Appendix A or Ref. 9b) that the U1k,1 j are ortho
gonal elements of the yP : 

(U1k,lj,U1k',/'I)P =o[k][k,)o[I][I'j'T(p;l k l + III) (4.19) 

with 

r(p;m) = rIm + 2n)-' LX> dx xm+ 2n -'e- X (1 + x)P. 

Moreover, for any ¢lEY P with series expansion (2.18) one 
has 

11¢l II~ = I 1¢l[k.1 d2r(p;lk I + III), 
[k ][1 I 

and 

¢l[k,lj = f dt U[k,1 lIt) ¢lIt)· 

Equations (4.19) and (4.20) imply that the 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

r(p;lk 1+ 1/1)-'/2u[k,/) constitute an orthonormal base of 
yp. 

The following estimates for r(p;m) were computed in 
Ref.9b: 

c; <r(p;m)(m + 2n) -P<c;, (4.22) 

with 

c' = (1 + L) -, } 
P 2n 

p+2n p>O, 
c; = (1 + :n) e'-P 

( ) 
- 2n +p } c; = 1 - L e - , - P 

2n p<O. 
c; = e- P 

(4.23) 
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The W-spaces 

We put V fEY(E),VpER: 

(llfll;)2 = (f,(x2 + p2 - !L1x - !L1p + n)Pf). (4.24) 

Note: Actually, the operator x2 + p2 -lL1x -lL1p has 
spectrum Nn[n, 00], which implies we could drop the extra 
term n in (4.24): the resulting topology on W would be exact
ly the same. We nevertheless introduce the extra term n in 
order to obtain the sharpest possible estimates on the inte
gral transform I: to obtain these estimates, we shall use 
(4.22), where this extra n is already present. 

We define then WP as the closure of Y(E) with respect 
to the norm 1111;; equipped with this norm, WP is a Hilbert 
space. 

The renormalized Hermite functions 
(Irl + lsi + 2n)-pI2H[r,s) [see (3.14)] constitute an orthonor
mal base in WP; one has 

VTEY'(E):TEWP~ I IT(H[r,s)W(lrl + lsi + 2nl'" < 00 
[r][s) 

(4.25) 

and 

TEWP=>(lITII;)2 = I IT(H[r,sIW(lrl + lsi + 2nl'" 
[r][sl 

(see, e.g., Sec. V.5 in Ref. 13). 
Because of (3.13) and (3.15), we can rewrite (4.25) in 

terms of the h[k,/ ): 

VTEY'(E):define T1k.l ) = T( h[k.1 d = T(h[J,k I)' 
(4.26) 

Then 

VTEWP:(IITII;)2 = I IT[k,/ )12(lk I + III + 2n)p. (4.27) 
fkllll 

The integral transform I as a map from W onto yP 
From the definitions of WP,YP one can check that 

n WP=Y(E), u WP=Y'(E), 
peR peR 

n yP = ~, u yP = ~'. 
peR peR 

The extended definition (4.15) of the integral transform I can 
therefore be applied to all WP; for any TEWP, the resulting 
IT will be in ~' and have series expansion 

IT(t) = I (IThm,n )U[m,n )(t), 
[mlln) 

with 

(IThm,n) = f dt u[m,n)(t)IT(t) [use (4,21)] 

= IT(u[m,n)) [use (4.14)] 

= T(h[n,m)) [use (4.15) and Proposition 3.1] 

= T[m,n I' (4.28) 

Using the definitions of the norms IIllpand 1111;, and the esti
mates (4.22) we see now that 

(4.29) 

and 
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(4.30) 

Hence the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.4: The map I: IT (; ) = T (I t I j) defines an 
isomorphism from WP onto yP, and this peR. Estimates on 
the norms of this isomorphism and its inverse are given by 

III Ilwp_yp<.c;1I2,III -llIyp_wp<'c; -112, (4.31) 

where C; and C; are defined by (4.23). 
Remarks: As we announced before, the restriction of I 

to a WP is a bijection onto yP, which means we have no 
qualitative loss of information when mapping to and fro (this 
was not the case for the yk,~p). Due to the fact that the 
product of the estimates on the norms in (4.31) is larger than 
1, we have, however, still a "quantitative" loss of inform a
tion, which gets worse for large Ip I. 

Up to now, we have considered the spaces ykf? and 
later yP, WP, in order to obtain some fine structure in the 
study of I as an isomorphism from y' to ~'; it turns out that 
the Hilbert spaces yP, WP are better suited to this end than 
the Banach spaces yk,&. Our ultimate aim is to use these 
results to derive properties of the Weyl quantization proce
dure, using the fact, mentioned in the Introduction, that the 
integral transform I constitutes the link between a classical 
function and the coherent state matrix elements of its quan
tal counterpart. Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 can then be used to 
translate restrictions on a tempered distribution to growth 
restrictions on the coherent state matrix elements of the cor
responding operator. A first application of Theorem 4.1 was 
given in Ref. 6, where it was also noted that stronger results 
could be obtained by means of Theorem 4.4. Other applica
tions shall be given in Ref. 15. 

c. The Hilbert spaces Y G, ~ 

We shall here generalize the structures of both yP, WP 
to obtain Hilbert spaces larger than y', and which can still 
be handled by I. 
The Hilbert spaces yG 

Y P was constructed as a weighted L 2 space of Z (E2) 

functions, with the special weight (1 + It 12) p. To generalize 
this construction, we consider now more general weights. 

Let G be a function from R + to R + . We define 

y G
= l¢eZ(E2);II¢II~ = J dtl¢(tWG(ltI 2)<ooj (4.32) 

and we equip this space with the norm illiG' Since one has to 
be careful with Hilbert spaces of analytic functions, we shall 
first investigate the conditions to impose on G to ensure that 
yG is an infinitely dimensional Hilbert space (see also Ref. 
16). 

Proposition 4.5: 

1. If 'tI reR + :ess infG (x) > O,ess supG (x) < 00, 
x<r x<r 

then Y G is complete. 

2. Define 
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(4.33) 

(4.34) 

A necessary and sufficient condition for Y a to be infi
nitely dimensional is 

and 

'tim;). ~ < 00. 

If this condition is satisfied, then 

'tI[k ],[/]:U[k,1 leYG 

(4.35) 

'tI¢ = I ¢[k,/lu[k./leya:ll¢ II~ = I 1¢[k,1 d2A. ~I + III' 
[k][/1 [k][/1 

(4.36) 

The following three conditions involve not only G, but also 
1/G: 

3. If 

"ifm;).:';G < 00, then 'tI¢eyG:¢[k,/1 = J dt U[k,/l(t)¢ (t) 

(4.37) 

[Le., (2.20) holds for all ¢ in Y OJ. 
4. If 

lim A. :.;a(mA. :.;~ I ) -I = 0, (4.38) 

then 

(4.39) 

[i.e., the reconstruction property (2.21) still holds for Y OJ. 
5.If 

3K ~,K ~ >0 such that "ifm:K ~<,A. ~A. :.;a<.K~, 
(4.40) 

then Y IIG can be identified with the dual, (ya)', of ya, by 
means of the map 

yIlG_(yG)', 

¢~L." withL.,,(¢) = Jdt r/J(t)¢(t) 

= I ¢[k.1 1¢[k,1 I' 
[k ][/1 

Proof 

1. Using 

¢ (t) = (1Tr) -211a>2(t)1 dt '¢ (t ')a>2(t ')-1, 
I~'-~I<r 

and (4.33) one can check that 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

"ifR:3KG,R such that 'tit, It I <.R:I¢ (t )1 <.Ka,R II¢ Ila· 

(4.43) 

Hence, convergence with respect to 1IIIa automatically 
entails uniform convergence on compact sets. Therefore, 
any Cauchy sequence in ya has a limit in Y a, and ya is 
complete. 

2. Proposition A 1 in Appendix A proves that "if ¢eZ (E2): 

J
dt I¢ (tWG(lt 12) = I 1¢[k,/11 2A. ~I + III' (4.44) 

[k ][1 ) 
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where these expressions can be finite or infinite. If A ~ < 00 

for all m, then (4.44) shows that all the U[k,1 )EyG; (4.36) is 
proved in Appendix A. If A ~ = 00, then Vm/>m:A G, = 00 

[use (4.33)]. Hence, V¢EyG: ¢[k.l ) = 0 if Ik I + Ill;m and 
.yG is finite-dimensional. 
(yG Cspan IU[k,1 1;lk I + III <mj). 

3. If Vm:A ;,;G < 00, then 

V[k ],[/]:u k I EYI/GCL 2(E XE- d~ ) [. ) , G(I~ 12) , 
(4.37) is then a consequence of Proposition A2 in Appendix 
A. 

4. Equation (4.38) implies 
V ~:{J)t;E.y IIG C (yG )' 

apply Proposition A2. 
5. See Proposition 4.3 in Ref. 16. 
Note that once (4.40) is satisfied, (4.39) holds 

automatically; 

(4.40)=>(Y G)/ ~Y IIG. 

Because of (4.43), 3t0t;EYIiG such that 

V¢EYGJ t0S(~)¢(~)=¢(S)· 

In particular 

Examples: 
l. Take G (x) = (1 + x)P. This weight satisfies all the 

conditions in Proposition 4.5; the corresponding Y G spaces 
are of course exactly the Y P of Sec. 4B. 

2, Another possibility is G (x) = efJx, with 1/31 < l. This 
choice for G satisfies (4.33), (4.35), and (4.38); one has 
A ~ = (1 - /3) - m - 2n, from which one clearly sees that the 
duality condition (4.40) is not satisfied. 

3. G (x) = efJVx. This corresponds to a simple exponen
tial weight for Y G: 

II¢II~ = fd~I¢(~WefJlt;l. 
This choice also satisfies all the conditions in Proposition 4.5 
(see below). 

4. A rather general class of interesting weight functions 
is given by taking G = F~'T, 
with 

For all the values of the parameters indicated above Fq,T , P 

satisfies (4.33), (4.35), and (4.38). 

A detailed analysis of the asymptotic behavior of A FZ,T 

yields (see Appendix B) m 

VqE(I - .!. 1 - _1_) n = 1 2 n' n + 1 ' , , ... , 
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Fq·~ 

AmP - constX mPexp[1'mq +A lm
2q

-
1 + ... 

m--+oo 

with 

a = max(q - l;q + n(q - 1)), 

For q<~ this specializes to 

(4.46) 

pq.T 

Am" - constXmPeTmQ [1 + o (ma)], (4.47) 

which implies the duality condition (4.40) is satisfied for q<!; 
for q > ~ it is not, 
The Hilbert spaces w~. 

The Y G spaces were constructed on the same principle 
as the Y P spaces, with more general weight functions. We 
shall likewise generalize the construction of the WP spaces. 
Let ¢ (m) be any sequence of strictly positive real numbers. 
We define 

(lIJII~)2= I 1(J,H[r,s)W¢(lrl + lsi +n) 
[rHsl 

= I 1(J,h[k,1 IW¢ (lk I + III + n). (4.48) 
[k III 1 

The set of all functionsJin Y for which II JII~ is finite we call 
Y,p; woP is then the completion of Y ~ with respect to IIII~. 

We can, of course, as in (4.24), consider woP as the natu
ral domain of ¢ (x2 + p2 - !.::1 x - !.::1 p )1/2, and put IIJII~ 
= II¢ (x2 + p2 - !.::1 x - !.::1p )I/2fll. 

Examples: 
l. Taking ¢p(/) = (/ + nY', one has Y ~ = Y (it is only 

for ¢ increasing faster than polynomials th;t Y ~ may be

come a proper subset of Y), and W~P = Wp. 
2. The H (a, A ), H (a, A) spaces, introduced in Ref. 17, 

are a special case of a W" -structure. For the detailed defini
tion we refer to Ref. 17; a survey is given in Appendix C (our 
definitions are slightly adjusted to deal with the dilation in 
x 2 + p2 - !.::1 x - !.::1 p with respect to a normal harmonic os
cillator). Essentially the H (a, A ) form a scale of spaces oftest 
functions "of type S" and their duals H (a, A) a scale ofHil
bert spaces of distributions or generalized functions of type 
s.IR They are defined (see Appendix C) as W" spaces with: 

for H(a,A): 

¢ (k + n) = Yk- 2(a, A ) = I a(m;k) , (4.49) 
m~oA 2mr2(am) 

for Hra,A): 
¢(k +n)=n(a,A), 

where the a(m;k ) are numbers satisfying 

2 - m r(k + 2n + m) <a(m;k)< r(k + n + m) (4.50) 
r(k + 2n) r(k + n) 

[for the exact definition of a(m;k ), see Appendix q. For all 
(a, A )witha <~,A arbitrary, ora = ~,A > y2,H(a, A )isan 
infinitely dimensional Hilbert space, with orthonormal basis 
Ylk 1+ 1/,1 (a, A )h[k,1 I; ~ra, A) is its dual: for any JE H (a, A ), 
the action of Tefl ra, A ) on Jis simply the natural extension 
ofthe action of elements of Y/ on H (a, A ): 

(4.51) 
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In Ref. 17 it was shown that V(a, A ) satisfying the restriction 
above, 3C(a, A) such that Vje R(a, A): 

n 

I f(x,p) I <;;C(a, A )llflla.A IT (xjpj)n+2 
j= I 

x exp [ - 1 ~ (x lla + p lla
] • (4.52) 

2n(2A )lIa j~1 j J 

In the extreme case a = ~,A>v'2 this becomes 

n [ X
2

+p2] If(x,p)I<;;C(!.AlIlfIl1l2.A g(Xj PJ)"+2 exp - 8nA 2 ' 

J (4.53) 

i.e.,fhas a Gaussian-like behavior at infinity. 
Another property proved in Ref. 17 is the following. 

Vae(p),VjeR(a, A ): 

fis the restriction to the reals of an entire analytic function of 
orderp<;;(I-a)-·. 

The integral transform I as a map from W~ to y G 

and vice versa 

Looking back at the arguments leading to the formula
tion of Theorem 4.4, we see that the estimates (4.22) played a 
crucial role in the proof of the bijectivity of I between WP 
and Y p. In the case of a general W~-Y G pair, we shall use 
again such estimates. 

Theorem 4.5: Let Y G, W~ be two Hilbert spaces as 
defined above [with G satisfying (4.33), (4.35)]: 

(I)If 3 K, > 0 such that '1m e N:K.; (m + n»A.~, (4.54) 

then I can be considered as a bounded linear map from 
W¢ to Y G, with 

VTe W~:lT!;) = ~ T(h[l,k I) u[k,/I!;)' (4.55) 
[k~/1 

where the series converges uniformly on compact sets. 
Moreover, 

VTe W¢:IIITIiG <;; K:12I1TII~. (4.56) 

(2)If3K2 > OsuchthatVmEN:K2;(m+n)<;;A.~,(4,57) 
then j can be extended to a bounded linear map from yG to 
W¢with 

G -'14> = ~ 4>[k,1IU[k,1 I e Y :14> 
[k~/1 

= W~ - lim L 4>[k,1 Ih[/,k I' (4.58) 
"'-00 [kl[ll 

Ikl + III..;'" 

One has 

lIi4> II¢ <;; K 2- •
12114> IIG' 

(3)lf 3 K • .K2 > 0 such that 
Vm:K.; (m + n) <;; A. ~ <;; K 2; (m + n), (4.59) 

then I as defined by 4.55) is an isomorphism from W~ onto 
yG, with inverse j [as defined by (4.58)] 

Proof Ij are already defined on the finite linear combi
nations ofthe h[k,1 1',Y[k,1 I' respectively. The bounds (4.54), 
(4.57) ensure that 1,1 can be extended as indicated. Formula 
(4.55) is a consequence of the fact that IlliG convergence 
implies uniform and absolute convergence on compact 
sets. • 
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Note: Of course, one can always define yG first, and 
then take; (m + n) = A. ~; for this particular W'" space, the 
theorem becomes trivial. A W'" space defined in this way 
would, however, be rather useless because of its too intrinsic 
definition: we are more interested in the situation where yG 
and W'" are defined separately, but where nevertheless a link 
can be established via I or i. This was the case for the yP and 
the wP spaces: the wP spaces made sense as ladder spaces in 
the N-representation of Y'(E), and the yP spaces were po
lynomially weighted L 2 spaces of modified holomorphic 
functions. Results such as Theorem 4.4 (or Theorem 4.5 with 
explicit yG - W'" pairs) can then be used to characterize the 
behavior of the coherent state matrix elements of an operator 
by means of the properties of the corresponding classical 
function (or distribution) or vice versa. 

An example of corresponding W~ -y G pairs different 
from the WP-y P pairs in Sec. 4B is given in the following 
subsection. 

The action of the integral transform Ion Hilbert spaces of 
distributions of type S 

We shall study in this subsection the action of I on the 
Hilbert spacesR (a, A ),R (a, A) defined above. In order to be 
able to apply Theorem 4.5, we have to find suitable weight 
functions JGa.A ,lJa.A such that 

KiA. :;a ... <;; y;; 2(a, A) <;; K;A. ;:", .. , 

KiA. ,!"'A <;; Tn. (a, A ) <;; K ; A. ';a.A (4.60) 

forsomeK;,Ki.K;,Ki > O. 

Using the bounds (4.50) we can easily construct the 
jGa.A functions. Indeed we have 

~ 2 - I r (m + 2n + I) <;; y;; 2(a, A ) 
1~0 A 21r2(al) rIm + 2n) 

00 1 r (m + n + I) 
<;; f~O A 21r2(a/) rIm + n) 

Since it is clear from (4.34) that for 

'" 00 xi 
Gp,B(X) = L r 21f3 )B2/ 

j=O j 

the corresponding A. ~ are given by 

A. GIl•S _ f 1 r (m + 2n +11 
m - j=oB2Jr2(21J rIm + 2n) 

we immediately have 

A. ~a,v2A <;; y;;2(a,A) <; A. ~a.A. (4.61) 

To find candidates for the functions l}a.A' we have to do a 
little more work. We shall study the asymptotic behavior of 

the A. C:.S
, then invert (4.61) and try to find suitable jGa.A' 

G p,B as defined above is typically an entire function of 
finite order. Computing its order and type we find '9 

plf3,B ) = lim m In n 1 
n-oO In(r 2(.8n)B 2n) = 2P ' 

7( {J,B) = 1 lim n [r 2( {In)B 2n] - IIlPn = 2B - liP. 
2p( {J,B) n_oo 
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So Gp,B is an entire function of growth < (1/2,8, 2B - liP), 
Since the positive real axis is the direction of fastest growth 

"'-
for Gp,B' this implies that 

'tJr' < r(/3,B), 'tJr" > r(/3,B), 3 K',K" > 0 

such that 

'tJx E jR+:K'P(2PI - t ,T'(X) < Gp,B(X) < K"P(2{3I- t ,T"(X) 

[we definepq,T(x) = Pinx) = exp(rxq)] 

and hence 

K '1 FI2PI~~',T A. Gp,B K" A. F(2P)-',T' 
Am < m < m • 

Using now the estimates (4.46), inverting (4.61), these 
inequalities imply that 

'tJa > ~;'tJr2 > r(a,A) = 2A -1/2,'tJr l < r(a,v2A) 
= 2(v2A )-1/2: 3 K I,K2 > 0 

such that 

K2 A. ~i2al" T, < fm (a, A) < KIA. FI2a
l ', T'. (4.62) 

Since this inequality has exactly the right form of (4.60), we 
are now in a position to apply Theorem 4.5; we get the fol
lowing results. 

Theorem 4.6: For any q E (0, 1),r E R, we define 

pq.T(X) = eTxq(x E R+); for any (/3,B) with/3 > ! or /3 =!, 
B > v'2, we define 

A 00 xn 
Gp,B(X) = n~o r2(/3n)B 2n' 

Take any [a, A ) with a > ! or a = !, A > v'2. Then 

( 1) The integral transform I defines a continuous linear map 
from the Hilbert spaceH(a, A) off unctions oftypeS to the 
weighted L 2 space of holomorphic functions yGa ,V2A: we 
have 

'tJ/EH(a,A):II(;) = f dv !;lvJf(v) 

and 

11/111~a,v2A = f d; 1/1(; WGa ,V2A (I; 12) < II/II;,A' (4.63) 

(2) The il!tegral transform i defines a continuous linear map 
from yGa,A to 

H(a,A):'tJt,6EyGa ,A:(it,6)(v) = f d;!tlv)t,6(;) 

and 

Ilit,6II;,A <f d; 1t,6 (; WGa,A (I; 12) = 1It,611li",A . (4.64) 

For the next two results, we restrict ourselves to the case 
a>~. 

(3) 'tJr2 > r(a, A) = 2A -1/2, the integral transform I ex
tends to a continuous linear map from the Hilbert space 
H (a, A) of distributions of type S to the weighted L 2 space of 
holomorphic functions yF'2a'-',-T,: 

'tJTE H(a, A):lT(;) = L T(h[l,k ])U[k,/](;) = T({s I·)) 
[k ][/] 

(4.65) 

and 
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3Ksuch that IIITII~'2an-T' = f d; IIT(;We-T,I~I'/1 

<KIITII~,A' 

(4) 'tJr l <r(a,v2A) = 2( v'2A )-lIa, I extends to a con
tinuous linear map from yF'2a' ',- T, to H (a,A ]: 

'tJt,6EyF,2a, ',-T':It,6=H(a,A)-lim ( d;lt.jt,6(;) 
R~oo JI';I<R 

(4.66) 

and 

3K'>Osuch thatK'lllt,6II~,A 

< f d; 1t,6 (; We - T,I, 1'/1 = 11t,611~'2ol '. T,' 

For a = ~, A > v'2 we have 
(5) 'tJy> (A 2/2 - 1)-1, the integral transform I extends 

to a continuous linear map from H (I, A ) to the weighted L 2 

space yG_" where 

Ga(x) = eax (a < 1). 

Wehave'tJTEH(I,A):IT(;)= TU;I·)) and 

IIITIIL, = f d; IIT(;We-yl;l' 

«1 +y)-n+IKa ,A(y-I)-IIITI12112.A' 

with 

00 m' 
K A (z) = " . (z + 2)m. 

a. m~or2(am)A2m 
(4.67) 

Proof (1)-(4) were essentially proven above. Since 
'tJ(a. A):!; l·jEH(a,A), we can always writeIT(;) as 
TU; I,)), For (5) we use the estimate 

r;;; 2(!, A )«1 + yt + n -IKa • A (y-I) (see Appendix C). Since 

A. ~a = (1 - a)-1m + 2nl, (4.67) follows .• 

Remarks: As we already mentioned previously, our 
motivation for this detailed study of the integral transforms 
I,i is their relation with the Weyl quantization procedure 
[see (Ll) and (1.6)]. Possible applications of Theorem 4.6 in 
this quantization context are, e.g., the following. 

1. In Ref. 17 it was shown that for a > 1, the functions in 
H (a, A ) are the restrictions to the real line of entire functions 
oforder(1 - a)-I. On theseH (a, A ) one can therefore define 
the complex 8 functions 8v + iw :f-+{v + iw) as continuous lin
ear forms, i.e., as elements of H (a,A) (see Ref. 17). By means 
of the integral transform I, and applying Theorem 4.6, one 
can therefore quantize these 8 functions with complex argu
ment. The same can be done for the real exponentials eax + bp

; 

the quantal operators corresponding to both these functions 
are actually complex translation operators, and can there
fore be useful in the study of certain resonance problems. 
Complex dilations also can be obtained as quantizations of 
H (ll!, A)-objects (at least for the dilation parameter () in some 
strip of the complex plane). 

2. Using the i results, the statements in Theorem 4.6 
enable one to dequantize certain families of operators with 
coherent state matrix elements with fast growth (up to Gaus-
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sian-like growth) in the coherent state labels, and to derive 
properties of the corresponding classical functions. 

5. THE INTEGRAL TRANSFORM I ACTING ON 
FUNCTIONS FACTORIZING INTO A PRODUCT OF A 
FUNCTION DEPENDING ON x WITH A FUNCTION 
DEPENDING ON P 

Whereas for "dequantization procedures" it may be 
useful to know how to treat an operator in which the x and p 
parts cannot be disentangled, for quantization purposes one 
is mostly interested in functions depending only on x or on p 
or linear combinations of such functions. We shall therefore 
indicate here how the additional information that a given 
function is factorizable,f(x,p) = fl(X):f2(P) or, depending 
only onx or onp,J(x,p) = nx),f(x,p) = f2( pI, can be used to 
sharpen the results derived in the preceding section. To 
achieve this, we shall use the decomposition (4.3) of the inte
gral kernel! a,b Iv I: 

!a,b Ivl = KB (cab;X.}KB (dab;p.), (5.1) 

where 

KB(c;y) = KB((C I,C2);y) 

= 2n!21T"/4A (C
I
,C

2
;v2y)e - (1I4)(~ + c~1 (5.2) 

(YERn;CER2n = Rn 
(f) Rn

), with A given by (4.1), and where 

1 
Cab = YL (xa + Xb,Pb - Pal, 

1 
dab = YL (Pa +Ph,xa -xb )· (5.3) 

One immediately sees from (5.1) that the integral transform 
I, when applied to a factorizable function 
f(x,p) = fl( X)f2(P), splits into two pieces: 

If(a,b) = IBfl(cab)/Bf2(dab)' (5.4) 

with Vg function on Rn
, Vd = (d l , d2)ER2

n: 

(IB g)(dl, d2) = (21T) - n!2 L. dnyKB(d;y)g(y). (5.5) 

It is not difficult to check that the integral transform I B with 
kernel K B has exactly the same properties as the integral 
transform I, except that all the dimensions have to be halved. 
Since the exact value of the dimension n plays no role what
ever in the results derived up until now, we see that all the 
results for I hold also for I B' provided we replace each n by 
n12. 

We give below a list of bounds on I (fd2) which can be 
obtained in this way. For all the cases where the images 
I B fl' I B f2 cannot be defined directly (i.e.,fl,J2~ L 00 + L 2), 
we define I B as a continuous extension of the integral trans
form with kernel K B (just as we did for I). 

In the case where}; = 1, i.e., where the functionfde
pends only on x (the casefl = 1 is completely similar), one of 
the factors in (5.4) can be calculated explicitly: 

IU.,I) (a,b) = IB f.)(cab ) 

[ 
(xa -Xb )2 

Xexp - 4 

i(Pa +Ph),(xa -xb)] 
+ . 

4 
(5.6) 
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We also give some bounds for this special case. 
Examples: 
1. Define yk = { g: Rn_c; g is C k and 

I glk = max supl2 -lml12(1 + 21 yI2)(k -lmlJ12 
Iml<k 

vIm) g(y)1 < 0() I . 
Take!.EYk',J2EYk,. Then 

I IUd2)(a,b)1 <bk, bk, Ifllk,lf2Ik, 

X( 1 + IXa +XbI
2

; lPa - Ph 12) -k,12 

( 
IXa - Xb 12 + lPa + Pb 12) -k,!2 

X 1+ 2 ' 

with 

b = 3e 2nI4(Sn)k/2{1 
k 2 e-kk k 

if k<2, 

if k~3. 

2. Define WP as the closure of Y(Rn ) with respect to 

IIII~, wit~(li g lI~e = (g,(H + n/2Y'g) and H = y2 - a~y· 
Takef.EWP',J2EWP,. Then 

f f da db II Ud2)(a, b W 

X (1 + IXa + Xb 12: I Pa - Pb 12 r 
(

1 IXa - Xb 12 + lPa + Ph 1
2
)P' 

X + 2 

<C;, .c;,(llf.II~, '1If211~Y, 
with 

C; = {e. -p( 1 + ~ r + n , 

e- P , p<O. 

3. Takef.Ey-k. Then 

IIUI,I)(a, b )1<bke-(1I41Ixo-xbl' 

X Ifdk (1 + IXa +XbI
2

; lPa _PhI
2
)-k!2 

4. Take TIEY'(Rn), with VgEY(R)n: ITI(g)I<KT,1 glk' 
Then Vf-L > k + n: 

with 

cl' = f-L1'12 exp[ - !( f-L - 1)] , 

Ii I.,!, 
= 1T-n12(J)kl2r(k; n + 1 )r(f-L - ~ - n)rr; k)-I 

xi d ny e - 2y'( 1 + y2)k . 
R" 

5. TakefiEWP; letgbe any function in L 2(Rn). Then 
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J J dadbII(fl'l)(a,bWlgea::b )1
2 

X(1 + IXa +XbI
2

;!Fa _Ph12) <c; "g"i("fdl~). 
By taking other combinations forfl>f2 one can easily derive 
other bounds of this kind. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Using intensively the analyticity properties of the func
tion I a, b I v I we have derived several families of bounds on 
the action of I and i. These results will be used in Ref. 15 to 
derive properties of the Weyl quantization procedure. Ex
amples of such results are 

Vfe WY + E: Qf is trace-Class} I R f 
see a so e. 5, 

VAe&iJ(£'): Q -IAeW -Y-£ 

VflJ2eWYH: QflQJ; trace-class, 

!IJ2e L 2(Rn)~flQJ; Hilbert-Schmidt, 

VTeWJ.I: QTis a quadratic form, relatively form-
bounded with respect to a power of the harmonic oscillator 
Hamiltonian QH. 

V!eWP ,geW -P: the twisted product fog is defined, 
andeW -2p. 

The bounds derived here can also be used to show that all the 
operations in, e.g., Ref. 11 were well defined. 

Because of the link of our integral transform I with the 
Bargmann integral transform in Ref. 9 any result on the 
Bargmann integral transform (such as, e.g., in Ref. 1) can be 
translated to give properties of I, and hence of the Weyl 
quantization procedure. Note also that analogous bounds 
can be obtained if one starts not with the coherent state fam
ily 111 a I , but with any other overcomplete family depending 
analytically on its label, and having the reproducing proper
ty (1.4); an example of such a family would be given by20 
II1[m))' wherel1[m) = W(a)u[m) [W(a) are the Weyl opera
tors; to obtain the usual coherent states one takes [m] = [0)). 
This would give rise to another integral kernel I a, b Iv I [m) 

= r(11 [m ),ll (v)11 tm)) but essentially the same theorems 
could be derived (with some adjustments). Finally, it is im
portant to note that the integral transform I has the follow
ing invariance property with respect to the symplectic Four
ier transform (see also Ref. 1). 

Define 

then 

F4(!a, b 1·J)(v) = la, - b Iv) 

and hence 

VT: f(F _4T)(a, b) = fT(a, - b) 

and this for Tin any of the classes considered above (all the 
spaces we have introduced are invariant under the Fourier 
transform). This leads to the property Q (F _4T) = QT.ll (ll 
is the parity operator) for the Weyl quantization procedure, 
but it also implies that the same Fourier invariance will tum 
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up in all results, thereby weakening some of them (e.g., the 
result of the trace-class properties of QflQf2: see Ref. 15). 

APPENDIX A 

We prove some results on yG spaces. 
Proposition A.1: Let G be a function R + -+R + , such that 

is finite. Then 

Vt/> = L t/>[k./)u[k,/)eZ2, 
[k )[/) 

Jdtlt/>(tWG(ltI2)<00¢:> > 1t/>[k,/d2,1,~I+1/1 <00. 
[kj(1) 

If one of these expressions is finite, they are equal. 
Proof From 

J dt U[k,/)(t)U[k'.I')(t) =8[k)[k,)8[1)[I') 

one sees that (see Ref. 9b) 

r dt U[k, I lIt )U[k'.I')(t) 
J"I = I 

2 
= r(lk I + III + 2n) 8[k)[k,)8[1)[I')' 

Hence 

r dt G (It 12) U[k, I lIt )U[k'.I')(t) 
Jlbl<R 

= 8[k)[k' )8[1)[1') AG(lk 1+ I/I;R), 

with 

AG(m;R)= 1 rR

'dyr yym+2n- 1G(y) /' ,1,~ 
r~+~)k ~m 

Then 

J dt It/> (t WG (It 12) 

= lim r dt It/> (t WG (it 12) 
R~m J"I<R 

= lim L t/>[k.1 ) t/>[k', 1')8[k)[k ,)8[1 )[/') 
R~", [k)[/) 

[k ')[1') 

xAG(lk I + I/I;R ) 

= lim L 1t/>[k,/)1 2AG(lk 1+ I/I;R) 
R~", [k)[/) 

= L 1t/>[k,1 d2
,1, ~I + III ' 

[k )[/) 

PropositionA.2:LetI.[k)[/) t/>[k,/)U[k,/) be an element of 
Z(E2 ), 

1. If S dt IU[k,1 )(t)t/> (t)1 < 00, then 

f dt U[k,1 )(t)t/> (t) = t/>[k, I ) , 

2, If S dt Ilti(t)t/> (t)1 < 00, then 

f dt lti (t )8(t) = t/> (s ) , 
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Proof 
1. We have 

f d~ U[k,l )(~) tP (~) 

= lim i d~ U[k,l J(~) tP (~) 
R~oo I;I<R 

2. Analogously, 

f d~ {US (~ )tP (~ ) = lim i d~ al (~ )tP (~ ) 
R~oo !;I<R 

= lim I tP[k, I )U[k ',I' J(S )8[k)[k' )8[1 JlI' J 
R~oo [k)[l) 

[k ')[I'J 

i = m(1 + rqmq- 1)(1 + 0 (mmaxl- 1,2q - 2))) . 

One has then 

Y"(i) = ~(1 +O(mmax(-I,2q-2))) , 
m 

(B7) 

(BS) 

'dj> 2: yIJ1(i) = 0 (m I - j) , (B9) 

Y(i) = (- m + (m + 2n -!) In m) + (p -!) In m 

+ mrmq - I + 0 (mmax10,2q - I)) , 

hence 

-In rIm + 2n) + Y(i) 

= (p -!) In m + rmq + O(mmax(O,2q-I)). 

Collecting all these results, we see now that 

----I __ 1_ 
rIm + 2n) T,p,q,m m~oo ym=r 

xexp[(p -!) In m + rmq + O(mmax(O,2q-I))) 

X (1 + 0 (mmsxl - 1I2,2q - 2))) 

[the higher derivatives contribute only a factor 

(BIO) 

(Bll) 

= lim I tP[k, I JU[k,1 J(S) A ,(Ik I + Ill;R ) (1 + 0 (m - q/2)) because of the estimate (B9)-see Ref. 21]. 
R~oo [k)[l) If q<!, we can rewrite (Bll) as [being a little more care-

= tP (S) . ful in estimating i in (B7)] 

APPENDIXB 

We compute the asymptotic behavior of 

A.~~,r = 1 foo dxxm+2n-Ie-X(1 +xfeTX• (Bl) 
rIm +2n) Jo 

for m-+oo. To estimate the asymptotic behavior in m ofthe 
integral 

IT,p,q,m = loo dx exp[ - x + rxq + (m + 2n - 1)ln x 

+ p In(x + 1)] , 

we shall use a stationary point method. The exponent 

X (x) = - x + rxq + (m + 2n - 1) In x + p In(x + 1) 

has a unique maximum in 

(B2) 

Xo = m( 1 + rqmq - I + 0 (mq - I)). One can use this to esti
mate that 

IT,p,q,m = i T,p,q,m(1 + O(m- I)), (B3) 

where 

iT,p,q,m = loo dx exp[ -x + rxq + (m + 2n + P - 1) Inx] . 

(B4) 

We shall therefore restrict ourselves to this last integral. The 
exponent in (B4), 

Y(x) = -x+rxq+(m+2n+p-l)lnx, (BS) 

has a unique maximum defined by the equation 

x = - (m + 2n + p - 1) = rqxq . (B6) 

The solution to this equation can be computed using pertur
bation techniques: 
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A. ~r _ const xmPeTmQ(1 + 0 (mmax( - 1I2,2q - I))) • (BI2) 
m~OO 

For q > !, the estimate (B7) is too coarse. The next term in the 
perturbation gives 

i = m( 1 + rqmq - I + ~q3m2q - 2)( 1 + 0 (mmsx( - 1,3q - 3))) 

yielding, for! < q<i, 

(B13) 

It is easy to see that for qE[1 + lIn,1 - lI(n + 1)], n extra 
terms have to be introduced in the perturbation series for i, 
and that finally 

1 1 
1 - -<q<1 - -- (n>2) 

n n+l 

constxmP 

X exp [rmq +A l m
2q - 1 +A2m

3q - 2 + ... 
+An_,mnq-(n-,)] 

X [1 + 0 (mmax[q - I,q + nlq - I))] , 

where A I = !~q2 [as in (B13)]. 

APPENDIXC 

(BI4) 

We indicate here how the definitions of Ref. 17 have 
been adjusted to fit the h[k, I ). 

Define on Y(E) two sequences of operators by the fol
lowing recursion: 

M m = + (xj M m _ I Xj + Pj M m _ I Pj 

-~~M ,~-~~M I~) 
4 aXj m - aXj 4 apj m - apj , 
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M m = ~ (i Xj Mm _ 1 Xj + i Pj M m - 1 Pj 
] 

--M I---M 1-
a - a a - a) 

aXj m- aXj apj m- apj , 

Mo=Mo=l. 

Both Mm and Mm are positive; one can easily check that 
V f, ge ..9"(E): (j, Mm YI = (f, Mm g), where - denotes the 
FouriertransformF1 (see Sec. 6). TheMm conservetheorth
ogonality of the h [k, I J (see Ref. 17), 

(h[k·.I'J,Mm h[k,IJ)=~[k][k'J~[I][I'Ja(m;lkl + III); 
the a(m;k) satisfy the following relations: 

V k: a(O;k) = 1 , 

m>I=>a(m;k) = k + 2n a(m _ l;k + 1) 
2 

+ ~a(m-l;k-l). 
2 

This last recursion relation implies 

2 _ mr(k+2n+m) ( k) r(k+n+m) ----''-------'''<a m; < . 
r(k+2n) r(k+n) 

The Hilbert space H (a, A ) is then defined as 

H (a, A ) = {/e..9"(E); II III!, A 

= ~ A 2m)2(am) (/,Mm I) < 00 } • 

Since 

1 
IIh[k.l JII!,A = ~ A 2mr2(am) a(m;lk I + II I) 

«I+y)lkl+lll+n-l" (l+y-1t r(m+l) 
~ A2mr2(am) 

and this V y > 0, we see that if 3z > 0 such that 

(1 +z)mm! 
ka,A(Z) = ~ A 2mr2(am) 

converges, then h[k,l JeH(a, A )V[k ],[/]. This conver
gence is guaranteed for any A if a>!, for A> (2(1 + ZW /2 if 
a = !. Hence H (a, A ) is an infinitely dimensional Hilbert 
space with orthonormal basis Ilh[k,l JII;,-l h[k,l J if a>!, or 
a = !, A > v'2. One can check that the topology on H (a, A ) 
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defined by the norm II II a, A is really stronger than the topol
ogyon..9"(E),andthatH(a, A )isapropersubsetof..9"(E)(see 
Ref. 17). 

The norm II Ila. A on H (a, A ) can also be written as 

II/II!,A = L I(f, h[k.1 JW rlkf+ 111(a,A), 
[k ][1 J 

with 

-2(a A) = ~ a(m;k) 
rk' L.J r2( )A 2m m=O am 

The Hilbert space H (a, A) is then defined as the dual of 
H (a, A ) with respect to the normal action of ..9'" on..9". It can 
be constructed as the closure of ..9"'(E) for the norm II lIa. A: 

IITII~,A= L IT(h[k,IJWyfkl+lll(a,A). 
[k][l J 
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